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FW: From Ron Kleinman 

Attachments: 10 Scientific Studies Proving GM Os Can Be Harmful To Human Health Collective-Evolution.mht; 10 studies proving 

GMOs are harmful Not if science matters Genetic literacy Project.mht; detection-of-glyphosate-residues-in-animals

and-humans-2161-0525.1000210.pdf; Environmental Sciences Europe Full text Republished study long-term toxicity 

of a Roundup herbicide and a Roundup-tolerant genetically modified maize.mht; Glyphosate induces human breast 

cancer cells growth via estrogen receptors_ - PubMed - NCBl.mht; Pigs fed GMO corn and soy stomach 

inflammation.pdf; PLOS ONE Complete Genes May Pass from Food to Human Blood.mht; Reproductive Toxicology 

2011.pdf 

Hi, l..isa-

I had a pretty good call with John yesterday. Tracey has set up a series of calls to discuss the program. John said later in 

the call that he thought it would be a good idea for me to be on those calls, so he was going to forward the invite, 

although I've not received it yet. I feel that he was receptive to the program suggestions I made and that we made some 

progress. 

BTW, I didn't ask about it but figured out as he was talking that his earlier email comment about "Fleishman" helping 

with the allergy discussion was a typo. He was referring to Dr. Fleischer. 

I am going to work on Ron's request to get the "worst studies" info on some slides. As I said below, I suspect he'd like 

that to help support his own talks on this subject, which is good all the way around. I'll of course share that with you 

guys as it may come in handy for you as well. 

Hope you have a good day-

Lisa 

Lisa VVutson 
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From: Lisa Watson 
Sent: Tuesday, June 09, 2015 9:36 AM 
To: VICINI, JOHN L [AG/1000] 
Subject: From Ron Kleinman 

See the information sent by Ron. He is on the same page as some of the others who are interested in being able to 

respond to the most common argurnents head orL If you agree, I'll go through these and suggest hovv we might 

organize them as the basis for a session in the pn:igram. 

I suspect Ron also would like to have a few slides on these that he can use when he is asked to speak independently 

about biotech. 

Lisa 

Liso \!Votson 

www. watsongreen//c. corn 

 

From: Kleinman, Ronald E.,M.D. [mailto: @mqh.harvard.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 09, 2015 7:25 AM 
To: Lisa Watson 
Subject: 10 worst anti-GMO studies 
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Lisa, I figured it might be a stretch getting these commentaries/papers, so I found this excellent review from the Genetic 

Literacy Project of a list of the 10 "best" anti-GMO studies that appeared on Earth Open Source. I also followed the 

links to some of the actual publications. This might be useful for the August mtg. Can you figure out a way to put this 

info on a slide or 2? Regards, Ron 

Ronald E. Kleinman, MD 
Physician in Chief, MassGeneral Hospital for Children 
Chair, Department of Pediatrics 
Massachusetts General Hospital 
Charles Wilder Professor of Pediatrics 
Harvard Medical School 
CPZS 578 
175 Cambridge Street. 
Boston, MA 02114 
617-  

@partners.org 

The information in this e-mail is intended only for the person to whom it is 
addressed. If you believe this e-mail was sent to you in error and the e-mail 
contains patient information, please contact the Partners Compliance HelpLine at 
http://vv,,vw.partners.org/complianceline. If the e-mail was sent to you in error 
but does not contain patient information, please contact the sender and properly 
dispose of the e-mail. 
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